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Sample Complaints Filed Against Hydra Fund
Complaint Title: Hydra Fund 111 Queja 70820 for $289.00
Submitted by
Lmsunkiss
on 02/07/2012
Complaint #70820

Hydra fund scame company caused my account to go
Into overdraft:( first time over draft was 125+35 bank fee for insff.never authorized them to
keep debiting from my account.then today im hit with 2 60 $ transaction fees because they
went in befor payday When I called and asked wny they were taking funds a day early got no
real explanation pretty sad. They dont care my bank advised me to close my account. Cant
afford went to them for a little debt relief what a rip off. Cant afford this scam.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 263146 for $750.00
Submitted by
Beryle
on 07/29/2013
Complaint #263146

I inquired about a pay day loan and had many many companies e-mailing me. I deleted all,
because I did not need it after all. This company states I signed electronically and put $300 in
my account. I thought my bank had covered an overdraft. I had $90 every 2 weeks coming
out of my account. Today I called the bank and was told this wasn't done by them, but by
Hydra Fund. I called them and they tell me I still owe $300. I have paid $450 already. I never
signed anything. I never saw an agreement. I never had a call from anyone. They are also
rolling this over every 2 weeks, which is illegal in Illinois now. This company is really a scam.
They will not work with you at all. I am a Sr. Citizen, and feel I have been treated wrongly. I
need my money. This is just wrong.

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 154932 for $300.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 09/07/2012
Complaint #154932

Applied online for PDL was surprised to find a deposit from this company into my checking
account that I never applied or signed any documents or agreed to any loan terms... total
scam....now I'm recieving phone calls, emails and text they want there money !!! with interest

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 166282 for $325.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 10/11/2012
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Complaint #166282

Hydra Fund 2 is a SCAMM! Do NOT borrow money from them. They will take your money
UNAUTHORIZED! They will send your case to collection agencies! Their customer service
representatives are (Inappropriate Content Removed) when you can get in touch with them.
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You will NEVER be able to speak to a manager or someone in charge without a fight and
then you might STILL not be able to speak to someone. DO NOT DO IT!!!

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 275375 for $200.00
Submitted by
paige
on 09/19/2013
Complaint #275375

i filed bankrupcy now almost a year later i get a call from some collection agency on behalf of
the hydrafund trying to get money from me and threatning me with legal actions,defrauding a
fedral instatution writing bad checks,my lawyer is trying to find address for this collection
agency national and he is going to tell them they are against the law to contact me

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 165716 for $60.00
Submitted by
jrsilver76
on 10/10/2012
Complaint #165716

They despoit 200.00 into my account with out my knowledge and I didnt applied for thr loan
nor I gave them authority to taake out $60.00 out of my account. And I didndt sign no
agreement for them to put anything in my account

Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 122396 for $800.00
Submitted by
Anonymous
on 06/06/2012
Complaint #122396

On Feb 20,2012 this Hydra Fund deposited $300.00 into my account without my knowledge
and since that day has been taking $90.00 every 2 weeks since 2/2/2012. And I never looked
at my bank statement until today so I called this place and they tell me my balance is
$390.00. The $90.00 every 2 weeks is just interest on this bogus hoax. Will look more closely
at my statement from now on.Had to stop payment on that crap!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Complaint Title: The Hydra Fund III Queja 90692 for $1,700.00
Submitted by
Ralph
on 03/20/2012
Complaint #90692

03/16/2012 ACH DebitHYDRA FUND III 8883025351 PPD ID: 42-1578037$90.00 $
I just noticed this on my checking acct. i went back to previous statements and they have
been debiting for over a year.

Complaint Title: Hydra Financial Limited Fund II Queja 165264 for $180.00
Submitted by
DontTreadOnMe1227
on 10/08/2012
Complaint #165264

I received an email that was a "statement" from this company regarding a "short-term" loan
with 735% interest on a $300 loan. My full name, DOB, SSN and checking account number
were located on this "statement", which alarmed me. I went to my bank the next day, found
out Hydra Financial deposited $300 into my account a month earlier. I contacted the "lender"
at the toll free number, filed a police report, filed a report with the FTC and contacted a
lawyer. Notified credit bureaus of a fraudulent loan. I faxed the police report to the fax
number customer service gave me (855.487.1392). Customer service supposedly faxed the
police report to the lender, but they took $90 out of my account after they told me they would
take back the $300 they deposited and I would not be responsible for the interest. I told them
I would return $300 minus the $90 they already took (at the advice of my attorney) but only by
money order or cashier check. They said they would not accept that. Only check or credit
card. I've closed my bank account and changed banks. It has now been sent to "collections"
w HBC Services in Atlanta, GA. I'm sending them by certified mail all of my reports as
evidence of disputing this. They are now saying I owe them $510. Good luck to anyone else
dealing with this. Close your account and document everything.
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Complaint Title: Hydra Fund Queja 204532 for $120.00
Submitted by
monicaregier
on 01/26/2013
Complaint #204532

i have had two unauthorized transactions through this company. i have never done business
with these people and they have now taken $120.00 (2 $60.00 transactions) from me without
my permission.They will keep taking out money every 2 weeks. i have tried to contact them
by phone multiple times and i have never received a phone call or email from them. they said
i have taken out a $200.00 loan from them however i did not. nor did i receive the $200.00
from them. can someone help me please?

Sample Comments from the Group Members
From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 165085 for $200.00
Submitted by
Arzola
on 10/08/2012
Comment #38531

terrible, I got $200 from them, now they took out $900 from me, scamed!!! Beware they have
your information they will take out money little by little every now and then!!!!!!!

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 169771 for $300.00
Submitted by
Deryl
on 10/24/2012
Comment #39938

The customer service phone number for Hydra Fund is: 888-302-5282.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 149847 for $300.00
Submitted by
Strikingback
on 08/25/2012
Comment #34405

Thus far I have seen Hydra Fund I, II, III, & IV. The numbers may be different but the
description of their actions is strikingly similar. It's obvious that they play by their own rules. It
seems most people do not know that they have struck until their "grace period" to cancel is
already expired. Make no mistake they will hound you to get money out of you. I have filed
reports with the FBI Internet Crimes division, the Federal Trade Commission, The Attorney
General of my state, and my Congressman. I also plan to contact the US Senators for my
state and the US Attorney General's office.I would suggest that anybody who has made a
complaint on this website do the same. The only way that this will cease is if enough people
are willing to fight back and demand that they be heard. Also, if you start receiving calls at
your workplace notify your HR department immediately. As embarrassing as it might be it is
better that your HR people set the record straight with these collectors about making calls to
the workplace. If they try to tell you that you can be convicted of check fraud they are LYING
and engaging in illegal collection activities. At most this is a civil matter and they might be
able to twist the system to get a judgment. Doesn't mean you have to pay and a mark on your
credit is better than giving in to extortion. Good luck and take the fight to them.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 165085 for $200.00
Submitted by
hcc1924
on 10/16/2012
Comment #39322

death threats?! thats pretty serious! I closed my acct as soon as I called and told them I didn't
approve the funds and was willing to send the entire thing back but they refused. I asked
them for an address, they said they were in New Zealand and didnt have a physical address.
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From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 169771 for $300.00
Submitted by
Heather
on 10/23/2012
Comment #39829

If you call 888-302-5351 and dial 1 just tell the customer service people you never asked for
a loan and you want them to take their money back. Its a scam, if you applied for any loans
online and gave out your bank info it apparently gets shared and they can e-sign your name
on a loan application and theres no way to prove it wasn't you.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 162904 for $120.00
Submitted by
Ian
on 10/02/2012
Comment #38131

There # is 888-302-5351. Don't expect them to be much help to you though.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 144600 for $390.00
Submitted by
Lamont
on 08/10/2012
Comment #33121

If there are 419 complaints and 1,579,228,528.11 reported in damages how many more times
will they allow this company to do this and get away with it! Is there not anything we can do,
or contact to file a lawsuit as a whole?

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 147178 for $300.00
Submitted by
alexandra
on 06/08/2013
Comment #52694

This has also happened to me. They deposited money into my account in April of last year
and I did not catch it until June when they took out $210 in one day. I went to my bank and
they reversed the funds and blocked them from my account. I haven't heard anything until
this week when a lady called my work saying she was with the State and was going to take
me to court for nonpayment of a loan with Hydra Fund IV. When I asked for a fax number to
fax them the papers where it had been resolved the lady would not give a fax number and
kept ignoring my request for one and would only tell me to call back.

From Report: Hydra Fund Queja 122363 for $250.00
Submitted by
shmew04
on 06/06/2012
Comment #27232

hey same thing happened to me... call 1-888-302-5332
its hydra 2's phone number tell them your situation and that you want a reversal.. give them a
day or two if they dont withdraw the amount you need to close the account open up a new
account and the worst that can happen is that they will have to find you so u can send them a
check for the amount they scammed you for.. that was the advice of a manager at my local td
bank

From Report: Hydra Fund 111 Queja 101483 for $250.00
Submitted by
angelag
on 04/16/2012
Comment #23668

Hi - same thing here - I never spoke to them or gave my bank info & cant find contact info.
Do you still have their phone no. by chance?
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